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Vicki L. Sauter is Professor of Information Systems at University of Missouri - St. Louis. She holds a BS, MS and PhD in Systems from Northwestern University. Her research has been in the area of decision support/business intelligence, and systems analysis and design. Her current research interests include development methodologies and best practices of systems analysis, the visualization design issues business intelligence, trends of women in computing, and technical entrepreneurship.

Dr. Sauter works with a variety of startups and NFP’s in the metro area to use technology more strategically. She is author of the book, Decision Support Systems: An Applied Managerial Approach (John Wiley), and many publications that have appeared in journals such as Omega, Journal of MIS, The Database for Advances in Information Systems, International Journal of Information Technology and Decision Making, and Communications of the ACM. Her book, You Are Never Too Old to Surf will be released this fall.

Dr. Sauter regularly teaches systems analysis and business intelligence at the undergraduate and graduate levels.